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I.  Purpose and background 
 
To ensure continued effectiveness and efficiency in the delivery of results to our partners and, ultimately, to 
beneficiaries, audit has an essential role to assume.  It needs to ensure sufficient coverage to provide meaningful 
advice to management, as well as provide opinions on the governance, risk management and control 
mechanisms used to safeguard the objectives and resources that address global needs. 
  
This concept paper seeks to explore the possibility of establishing a cost recovery mechanism for interagency 
audits. In doing so, the UNRIAS Cost Recovery Working Group aims to improve audit coverage over high and 
medium risk entities, enhancing the level of assurance provided, and therefore improving the net benefit to 
clients and partners.  Other options to increase the coverage will also be explored. 
 
As well as serving as an early warning system, audits help improve the efficiency, effectiveness and compliance, 
and, overall, significantly enhance the transparency and accountability of the system of governance, 
programmes and operations. In accordance with the International Professional Practices Framework (IPPF) of the 
Institute of Internal Auditors	Internal Audit Services (IASs) of the UN Organizations provides independent, 
objective assurance and consulting activity designed to add value and improve an organization’s operations. It 
helps an organization accomplish its objectives by bringing a systematic, disciplined approach to evaluate and 
improve the effectiveness of risk management, control and governance processes.  
 
This paper also presents options to enhance and further develop interagency audits within the Internal Audit 
Services (IASs) of the UN organizations. The interagency audits may be performed on the joint governance, 
programme, and operation components of joint (“pooled”) funding or on the programme coordination 
mechanism of parallel funding arrangements. 
 
Any UN Agency can be a Fund Administrator for inter-agency pooled funding mechanisms; there are eight (8) 
Agencies1 that administer the largest share of pooled funding arrangements. One of the main administrators of 
pooled funds in the UN system is the UN Multi Partner Trust Fund Office, MPTFO. On the humanitarian side, 
MPTFO administers Common Humanitarian Funds (CHFs) and on the development side it administers MDTFs, 
Joint Programmes and One Fund (DAO). In addition, several agencies such as UNFPA, UNICEF and UNOPS are 
administrating Joint Programmes. OCHA is administrating Country-Based Programme Fund (CBPF) and Central 
Emergency Response Funds (CERF).   
 
The diagram on the next page visualizes the design features of the pooled funds. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

																																																													
1	According	to	the	Multi-Partner	Trust	Fund	Office,	the	eight	agencies/entities	are:	MPTFO,	ILO,	OCHA,	UNFPA,	
UNICEF,	UNOPS,	UN	WOMEN,	and	WFP.	
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Diagram 1 (Source: MPTFO) 
 

 
  
On a pilot basis, the present paper focuses on cost recovery from joint audits performed for Multi Partner Trust 
Fund Office (MPTFO)-administered Multi Donor Trust Funds (MDTFs), Joint Programmes (JPs) and One Fund 
(Delivering as One, or DaO). 
 
Joint financing instruments among UN Agencies were introduced in the early 2000’s and their use has 
substantially increased in the past 16 years as a tool to improve UN programmatic coordination, reduce costs 
and increase efficiency. With today’s improvements in expenditure reporting, transparency and data quality 
assurance under the soon to be launched IATI interagency pooled fund reporting initiative, audit risk 
assessments can be conducted efficiently i maximizing coverage while minimizing costs. 
 
According to the MPTFO, the full volume of pooled funding arrangements administered in the UN system is in 
the region of USD $1.8 billion per year (annual average over period 2013 – 2015)2.  Funding is provided for 
different thematic areas with humanitarian being the largest recipient of donor funding. In terms of the 
Humanitarian funding, however, it must be noted that Humanitarian Response Plan (HRP) with its average 
annual funding of $8 billion (2013 to 2015), is the largest element in the joint audit universe. 
 
 
 
 
 

																																																													
2	The	figure	may	be	updated	as	a	result	of	the	completion	of	the	creation	of	UN-RIAS	joint	audit	universe.	
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Diagram 2 (Source: MPTFO) 
 

  
 
The inter-agency pooled fund is used to receive contributions from multiple financial partners and allocate such 
resources to multiple implementing entities to support specific humanitarian and development priorities. They 
operate as pass-through mechanisms and as such do not require all participating organizations to comply with 
the operating procedures of a lead agency. Instead, pooled funds offer a flexible mechanism that enables 
participating organizations to handle implementation according to their own operating procedures, which 
reduces implementation delays and transaction costs.  
 
Standard Memoranda of Understanding for MDTFs, JPs, and One Fund (DaO) prescribe that the Internal Audit 
Services of the participating agencies may consider conducting joint internal audits in accordance with the 
Framework for Joint Internal Audits of United Nations Joint Activities (of September 2014), including its risk–
based approach and provisions for disclosure of internal audit reports related to the Funds or Programmes In 
accordance with the Framework for Joint Internal Audits of United Nations Joint Activities  
 

II. Recent Joint Audits 
 
The pooled funds have a number of common design and governance features, ensuring a strong division of 
responsibilities between fund administration, operation and implementation: (i) Firstly, the funds have an 
administrator who may be any UN agency. The administrator supports fund design and holds and manages 
funds in trust, providing tools for ensuring transparency, tracking results and reporting; (ii) Secondly, a Steering 
Committee guides resource allocation and operations with support from a secretariat; and (iii) implementation is 
the domain of the UN entities that receive financial resources to carry out approved activities in order to achieve 
the fund’s planned results.  
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In the context of joint audits of MDTFs (including CHFs) and JPs, the areas administration and agency-specific 
programme implementation are covered by individual agency-specific internal and external audits; but the areas 
of the governance arrangement and joint programme implementation of high to medium risk MDTFs and JPs 
are not covered sufficiently.   
 
For One Fund (DaO), since 2009, Internal Audit Services (IASs) of the United Nations Organizations have been 
conducting 5 Delivering as One audits on the joint structure of the DAOs. At the same time the number of DaO 
countries has been increasing and the audit coverage has been low as shown in the table below. 
 

Table 1. Audit coverage by the number of countries adopting Delivering as One3 
 

 
 
 
For MPTFO administered humanitarian and transition funds, only four joints audits ( 3 CHFs and 1 Peace Building 
Fund) out of 38 funds have been performed so far. In 2016, CERF Ethiopia with OCHA as the administrator, has 
been selected for a joint audit. For MDTFs and JPs for climate change and development, only the UN-REDD has 
been jointly audited out of 81 MDTF and JPs administered by MPTFO.  
 
Annex II shows more details on the history of joint audits. As can be seen, as for the DaO audits, Tanzania was the 
first interagency joint DaO audit in which seven IASs signed up to join the audit in 2012.  However, in reality, only 
five IASs could actually send auditors in the field audit mission. While the Pakistan DaO audit in 2013 had six IASs 
that participated and was relatively large in terms of the size of the audit team, other DaO audits typically had 
only four IASs joining the audit. In the case of the most recent DaO joint audit in Viet Nam, eight IAS signed up to 
join, but only three IASs fielded auditors.  As to the joint audits for CHF and Transition Funds, on average, only 
four IASs participated since 2009.  
 
The joint audits are costly and according to the recent meta-analysis study conducted by UNDP on Delivering as 
One audits, it is estimated that the total assignment costs for the joint audit of Delivery as One in Malawi was 
approx. $270.000. Depending on the size of the audit team, duration of the field mission, and the destination, the 
cost fluctuates, but it is estimated that the average interagency joint audit on DaO will cost in the range of 
$250,000 to $300,000 with the current audit approach. Joint audit is indeed a very costly audit exercise and 
constitutes a major impediment to increasing coverage of joint audits. The principal causes of the high cost are 
related to the coordination on an interagency basis from planning to reporting and corresponding staff costs.  
 
The continuous reduction in budget in the recent past, as a result of shrinking resources, however, has led even 
the larger IASs that had regularly participated in the joint audits in the past to the point where it is increasingly 
difficult to find budget for joint audit missions at present and in the future. There is a clear mismatch between 

																																																													
3	Analysis	of	audit	coverage	by	programme	amount	will	require	extensive	research	involving	DaO	country	offices.	
The	level	of	effort	required	is	disproportionately	high	as	compared	to	the	desired	benefits;	thus,	the	actual	analysis	
on	this	paper	is	performed	for	and	by	the	number	of	countries.	

DaO	countries Audits coverage
2012 33 1 3.0%
2013 36 1 2.8%
2014 43 1 2.3%
2015 52 1 1.9%
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resource availability for audits and the present strategic shift towards the enhanced level of interagency 
coordinated programmes and activities UN system-wide. 
 
The preliminary conclusion under Item II is that the level of audit coverage on the joint components of the 
MDTFs, JPs and DaO is low and needs to be improved to broaden inclusion of the higher risk and medium risk 
pooled funds in the UN system. A low coverage increases the risks of insufficient audit assurance on the 
adequacy and effectiveness of the governance and administration of high or medium risk pooled funds.  
 
 

III. Options for the further development of joint audits of DaO, MDTFs and JP  
 

In the following, three options for the further development of joint audits of DaO, MDTFs and JPs will be 
considered. The three are not mutually exclusive and can be combined. 
 

(a) The first option is to restrict the development to the continuation of the current practice of annually 
selecting a One Fund, a MDTF or a JP for one or two joint audit(s) a year, funded by the IAS participating 
in the audit. Although this exercise will benefit from more comprehensive data over UN pooled Fund 
Administrators, available by the end of 2016, this is not recommended as the only follow up, as it will 
most likely continue to provide a low coverage of the audit universe. 
 

(b) The second option is to explore options to establish a funding mechanism for cost recovery.  This will 
make it easier for the involved IAS, in particular the smaller IASs, to participate in joint audits of DAO, 
MDTFs and JPs and will most likely increase the audit coverage.  

 
The IAS of the UN organizations have agreed to accept funding of the joint audits by the funds. 
Paragraph 17 of the Framework for Joint Internal Audits of United Nations Joint Activities (September 
2014) prescribes coverage of cost of joint audit as follows: 
 
“The total cost of internal audits of Joint Activities will be covered: Directly by those activities, with a 
budgetary provision included from the onset for Joint Programmes and Multi-Donor Trust Funds; or by 
participating IASs.” 
 
However, there are legal impediments that needs to be considered and resolved. The legal instrument 
guiding the MDTF, JP and One Fund, the Standard Memoranda of Understanding and Standard 
administrative Arrangements for MPTFs, JPs and One Fund, proscribes different funding mechanisms.  
 
According to the Standard Memoranda of Understanding and Standard administrative Arrangements 
for MDTFs, JPs and One Fund, the (total) costs of internal audit activities are covered as follows: 
 

MDTFs The total costs of internal audit activities in relation to the Fund will be borne by the Fund. 
JPs The total costs of internal audit activities in relation to the Programme will be borne by the 

Programme. 
 One Fund The costs of internal audit activities in relation to the One UN Fund of [Country] will be 

borne by the Internal Audit Services of the UN organizations involved. 
 
For MDTFs and JPs, cost recovery from the Fund and the Programme are clearly defined.  Suggested 
procedures for cost calculation, budget indication, and settlement of audit costs are outlined in the 
latter part of this paper.  
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Under this option, a few joint audits of the joint structure adopting the traditional joint audit approach 
as per the Joint Audit Framework will be considered on a cost recovery basis. These full strength joint 
audits as against a new refocused approach as defined in ( c) below, and that are conducted by a joint 
team composed of members of several IASs in accordance with the Joint Audit Framework are more 
suitable for very large and complex MDTFs and JPs. 

 
For One Fund and related DaO audit, to enhance the adequate coverage of high to medium risk DaOs 
and One Fund, there is a need to modify the above audit clause and align it with those of MDTFs and 
JPs.  
 
In other words: There is now a need to rebalance the financial burden to include financing from the 
Funds that will benefit from an internal audit review, also for audits addressing One Fund (Delivery as 
One). To enable cost recovery from One Fund, modification in the audit clauses in Memorandum of 
Understanding (MOU) and Standard Administrative Arrangement (SAA) are necessary and it requires 
clearance by the UNDG Advisory Group through the UN Development Coordination Office (UN DOCO). 
Moreover, because not all the DaOs have One Fund, other financing source may still need to be pursued 
to enhance adequate oversight over all DaOs. 

 
(c) The third option is to establish a refocused new approach to allow a volunteering d IAS to singly do 

more than one or two audits of the joint structure of MDTFs and JPs, and five pillars of DaO per year. 
Following is the outline of the suggested refocus, which intends to meet the test of practicality, 
efficiency and economy.  
 
Annual audit planning under the new approach will continue to be risk based applying the MDTF risk 
model in Annex I for the MDTFs and JPs as were the cases in the past.  
 
Any volunteering agency can perform the joint audit risk assessment for MDTFs, JPs and DaO also 
benefitting from more comprehensive data of all UN Pooled Fund to be released through IATI by the 
end of 2016.  A mechanism for the plan to be reviewed and endorsed by the UN-RIAS has to be agreed.   
 
In addition, the IAS may define details of the processes from annual planning to audit planning and 
reporting.  Audit programme may also be developed. For DaO, such programme should be based on 
the SOP prescribed by UN DOCO on DaO.  For the refocused new approach, a ToR may be created and 
used.  The ToR shall make reference to the Framework for Joint Internal Audits of United Nations Joint 
Activities and be aligned to this document. 

 
The refocused approach should benefit from the assurance work of the various IAS.  Annually, all the 
involved UN-RIAS agencies may mutually exchange their country audit plans for the following year, 
comparing them to the risk assessments of joint programmes and identify business units that can be 
subject to a joint programme audit as a part of their ordinary audit of the business unit. The audit may 
focus on key metrics or thematic areas, e.g., pillars of DaO for DaO audits or Joint Programmes.  This can 
also be expanded to other funds, such as the MDTFs and JPs focusing on Joint Governance and Joint 
Programme components. 
 
Typically, the IAS, under the delegated authority by the participating agencies, can audit the joint 
governance, joint programme and administration arrangements for the country chosen in the field for 
MDTFs and JPs. For DaOs, five elements or selected elements of which, based on a risk assessment at the 
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planning stage would be covered.  Any other agency may join the joint audit provided that they can 
adjust the audit mission schedule to that of the lead agency. 

 
 

Total audit resources allocated to a joint audit should be clearly linked to the risk profile and size of the 
MDTFs, JP and DaO. For example, high risks and large MDTFs, JPs or DaO, 20 – 25 person- weeks with a 
team of 4; medium risk and medium size MDTFs, JPs or DaO, 15-20 person-weeks with a team of 3; low 
risk and small size MDTFs, JPs or DaO, 10 – 15 person -weeks with a team of 2, as a benchmark to start 
with.  
 
It is the responsibility of the agency performing the audit to prepare the joint audit resources (total joint 
audit cost for MDTFs and JPs) plan and to inform MPTFO in late November of each year. 
 
If the refocused new approach is adopted, the joint audit may be reported separately from the county 
audit reports. This is necessary in order not for delaying the issuance of the agency-specific country 
audit reports.  
 
In those cases where an Internal Audit Service does not participate in the joint audits, it will however 
facilitate contacts and meetings of the joint audit team with its own organization’s representatives. 
 
The joint audits will focus on joint governance and joint programmes aspects and report them to UNDG, 
UN-DOCO, Multi-Partner Trust Fund Office, Joint Steering Committees, HC and RC’s office and other 
funds/ programmes administrators as appropriate, The joint audit team will inform the Internal Audit 
Service of concerned agency for any agency-specific concerns that come across during the course of the 
joint audits. 
 
The IAS will be responsible for following up on the implementation of the joint audit recommendations. 
At least annually the IASs will share with the entire UN-RIAS the list of outstanding joint audit 
recommendations and their status. 

 
 

IV. Advisory services 
 
Should there be a need for advisory services, this could also be provided to MPTFO by an interagency team of 
Internal Audit Services on a cost recovery basis. Examples of the advisory services include a thematic advisory 
report which provides overview of lessons learned from individual audit reports and analysis of root causes of 
recurring audit issues. This will be provided based on a request by the management. Service level agreement is 
to be prepared and the report will be produced on a cost recovery basis. 
 

V. Cost calculation for all joint audit engagements 
 
For the sake of administrative simplicity and efficiency, for both traditional and refocused joint audit approaches, 
and for the advisory services, it is suggested that the cost methodology should be determined by using 
proforma budgetary figures based on planned audit days for audit planning, field work, reporting, supervision 
and proforma total staff cost by different agencies.   
 
See Annex III for the example of calculation spreadsheet for estimating the cost. 
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Budget indication and settlement of audit costs 
 
The following timeline is suggested to enable advance planning. 
 

Timeline Activity Remarks 
Mid Oct20X1 UN-RIAS to discuss and agree on next year’s interagency joint audit plan 

using traditional modality: 
• Selection of joint audit 
• Determination of Team Leader and Team Members 

 

Nov 20X1 Joint Audit Team(s) formed: 
• Engagement Steering Committee(s) established 
• Mission team size planned, staff costs and mission costs estimated 

See Annex III 

Mid Oct 20X1 Refocused approach countries are prioritized based on joint audit risk 
assessments (MDTFs, JPs and DaO) and information pertaining to county 
audit plan exchanged among UN RIAS members 

 

Nov 20X1 UN-RIAS members determine Team Lead for each refocused audit approach 
countries and advisory services, if any. 

 

throughout 
20X2 

Joint audit missions or advisory engagement – actual mission costs for 
settlement 

 

 
 
 
As for procedures for billing and settlement of costs please see Annex IV: UNDP OFRM Policy Guidance on 
Common and Shared Services of December 2014.  This is for information purpose only. Specific procedures for 
the joint audit cost recover are to be prepared by respective participating agencies vis-à-vis Multi-Partner Trust 
Fund Office.  Actual costs including the staff and mission costs are to be billed and settled.  It is necessary for all 
the participating agencies to keep track of the resources spent, e.g., time sheet, and support the actual staff costs 
incurred for billing purposes, as well as travel claims. 
 

VI. Conclusion 
 
Following actions are to be pursued:  

• Initiate cost recovery of JP and MPTF audits to be planned and performed for 2017; the initial estimate 
should be based on proforma budgeting figures, see Annex III. 

• Try to resolve the legal issue to establish recovery from One Fund (DaO audits), and;  
• IAS to work further to develop and implement the refocused approach. 
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Annex I: MPTFO risk model 
 
Note: There is a need to develop a risk model for Delivering as One.  Below MPTFO risk model is generally good 
for MDTFs and JPs.  
 
 

Title  Risk Assessment Model for the Multi Partner Trust Funds and Joint Programmes 
administered by UNDP as Administrative Agent 
 

Date of Issue  4 October 2012 
 

1. This SOP describes the risk assessment model for the portfolio of Multi Partner Trust Funds and Joint 
Programmes (JP) administered by UNDP’s Multi-Partner Trust Fund Office as the Administrative Agent. 
 

2. Based on the Framework for auditing Multi Partner Trust Funds, the Internal Audit Service of the 
Administrative Agent, i.e. OAI, is responsible for initiating and coordinating risk assessments for the portfolio 
of Multi Partner Trust Funds and Joint Programmes. 
 

3. This risk assessment model has been developed in consultation with the Multi Partner Trust Fund Office and 
has been shared with the Internal Audit Services concerned (FAO, ILO, ITU, OIOS, UNESCO, UNFPA, UNICEF, 
UNIDO, WFP, WMO and IFAD. 
 

4. The purpose of the risk assessment is to identify high risk Multi Partner Trust Funds and Joint Programmes, 
which deserve to be considered for a joint or coordinated audit by the Internal Audit Services concerned. 
 

Risk Factors 

5. Risk identification involves speculating about the relevant threats and/or opportunities that could affect an 
auditable unit and its ability to achieve its business goals. These risks are classified as: strategic, 
environmental, political, organizational, operational, financial and reputational. 
 

6. OAI uses relevant risk factors/indicators, the appropriateness of which needs to be reviewed on a regular 
basis. The detailed rating applied for each factor is presented in annex. 

  Risk factors/Indicators 

Type of Risk   Quantitative Qualitative  

Strategic •  Number of Participating UN 
Organizations (PUNOs) 

Special interest and concerns of 
stakeholders (donors, other)  

 
Environmental and 
political 

  § Purpose of the programme  
§ Transparency International 

Corruption Perceptions Index 

Organizational •  Number of countries Centralized or decentralized 
administration 

Operational •  Total delivery – PUNO 
expenditure 
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 •  Number of projects  

Financial •  Ageing of receivables  

Reputational •   Number of donors  

Risk measurement 

7. To measure risk, one considers information such as the probability of occurrence and severity of impact. For 
OAI to have a consistent basis of measuring the potential influence on the overall level of risk for each DIM 
project, a uniform 5-points scale measurement system is used. In all quantitative and qualitative factors, the 
following rating applies: 
 

1 2 3 4 5 
Lowest Risk    ß-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------à Highest Risk 
 
Risk prioritization 
 
8. Some risk factors are more critical than others. In ranking the risks, OAI applies the following weights based 

on an overall sense of the risk factor’s significance as discerned from collective audit experience. The validity 
of these weights has to be reviewed on a regular basis. 

 
Risk factors Percentages 

A Total delivery- PUNO expenditure  
B Number of countries  
C Number of PUNOs  
D Number of projects  
E Centralized, decentralized administration  
F Purpose of the programme  
G Number of donors  
H Ageing of receivables  
I Special interests and concerns of stakeholders  
J TI Corruption Perceptions Index (CPI)  
 Total  

 

Consolidation of results 

9. The overall scores are divided into four risk categories: (i) very high, (ii) high, (iii) medium, and (iv) low risk. 
Level of Risk Final Risk Scores 
Very High >3.5 to 5.00 
High >=3.00 to5.00 
Medium >=2.15 to 3.00 
Low <2.15 

 
Annual updates 
 

10. This SOP is to be used for purposes of the Annual Work Plan for 2013. 
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11. It shall be reviewed and revised in 2013 with a view to align it more closely with the other risk assessment 
models used by OAI. 
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ANNEX - Risk Factors: Definitions and Scores  

A. Total programme delivery of the MPTF or Joint Programme 

The total MDTF/JP delivery pertains to the total expenditure of the Participating UN Organizations of the MDTF/JP 
for a specified period. For this exercise, we will use the total expenditure for two years from 1 January 2010 to 31 
December 2011, as per the MPTF Gateway.  

  

Factor Value Risk Score  

<$ 1 million  1  

$1 to $50 million  2  

$51 to $250 million 3  

$251 to $500 million  4  

>$500 million  5  
  

  
B. Number of countries covered by the MPTF or Joint Programme  

There are a number of factors that indicate a fund will be more complex to manage and/or execute. One such factor 
is the number of countries involved in projects funded from an MPTF/ JP. We will use the following ratings for the 
number of countries involved in projects for an MPTF/ JP.  

  

Factor Value  Risk Score  

1 Country  1  

2-7 Countries  2  

8-15 Countries  3  

16-20 Countries  4  

>20 countries  5  
  

  
C. Number of Participating UN Organizations  

The number of Participating UN Organizations is an indicator of how critical the MPTF or JP is to the United Nations 
system. The higher the number of Participating UN Organizations the more critical the MPTF is. We will use the 
following ratings:  

 Factor Value Risk Score  

1-3 Participating Organizations  1  

4-6 Participating Organizations  2  

7-9 Participating Organizations  3  

10-12 Participating Organizations  4  

>12 Participating Organizations   5  
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D. Number of projects funded by MPTF  

The number of projects funded by a given MPTF is an indicator of how extensive/complex the overall programme 
funded by this MPTF is.  We will use the following ratings:  

  

Factor Value  Risk Score  

1-5 projects  1  

6-10 projects  2  

11-25 projects  3  

26-50 projects  4  

>50 projects  5  
  

E. Centralized or decentralized administration of the MPTF or Joint Programme  

Some of the MPTF/JPs are administered centrally by the MPTFO while others are administered at the country level. 
Decentralized administration increases the risk of inadequate management oversight, thus gets a higher rating. We 
will rate the level of decentralization as follows:   

Factor Value  Risk Score  

Administered centrally at headquarters (C ) 1  

Administered at the regional level (R) 3  

Administered at the country level (D) 5  
  

F. Programme purpose: Humanitarian, transition and development  

The programme purpose is an indicator of complexity, with humanitarian MPTF/JP representing a higher risk. It is 
also an indicator of the environment in which the activities take place, with crisis countries representing a higher 
risk:   

Factor Value  Risk Score  

Development  1  

Transition  3  

Humanitarian  5  
  

G. Number of donors contributing to the MPTF or Joint Programme  

The number of donors is an indicator of the interest placed in the MPTF/JP. It also adds to complexity in terms of 
planning, steering and reporting, with an increase in reputational risk (inaccurate/untimely reporting, 
nonachievement of results).  

  

Factor Value  Risk Score  

1-5 donors  1  

6-10 donors  2  

11-15 donors  3  
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16-20 donors  4  

>20 donors  5  
  

  
H. Ageing of receivables  

The total amount of funds outstanding by programme for the MPTF/JP portfolio is an indicator of financial risk, as well 
as a risk for the implementation of activities in case insufficient funds are available. The longer the receivables are 
outstanding, the higher the risk rating.  

  

Factor Value  Risk Score  

No accounts receivable  1  

AR older than 6 months (and less than 1 year) and below $1 million 2  

AR older than 6 months (and less than 1 year) and above $1 million 3  

AR older than 1 year and below $1 million 4  

AR older than 1 year and above $1 million 5  
  

  
 I.  Special interests and concerns by donors and other stakeholders  

This pertains to the level of interest and/or concerns that donors and other stakeholders may have on the MPTF/JP 
because of its high profile in the international community, media, external environment, or even in the host 
countr(ies). We will use the following ratings:  

Factor Value  Risk Score  

No interest/concerns expressed  1  

Expressed level  of interest/concerns is low 2  

Expressed level of interest/concerns is medium 3  

Expressed level of interest/concerns is high 4  

Expressed level of interest/concerns is very high 5  
  

 J.  Transparency International Corruption Perceptions Index  

Transparency international is a global civil society organization leading the fight against corruption.  Its Corruption 
Perceptions Index (CPI) ranks countries in term of the degree to which corruption is perceived to exist among public 
officials and politicians. It is a composite index, a poll of polls drawing on corruptions-related data from expert and 
business surveys carried out by a variety of independent and reputable institutions. The CPI reflects views from 
around the world, including those of experts who are living in the countries evaluated. For MPTFs/JPs covering 
multiple countries we will use an average of the main participating countries’ index. As no countries in which UNDP is 
actively engaged achieved a score in excess of 8.0, the risk relative to UNDP and  

UN is being assessed on CPI scores between 0.0 and 8.0. The rating will be as follows  

Factor Value  Risk Score  

CPI > 6.0  1  

CPI between >4.5 and 6.0  2  

CPI between >3.0 and 4.5  3  
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CPI between >1.5 and 3.0  4  

CPI between 0 and 1.5; or no available information 5  
  

************* 
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Annex II: Past Joint Audits 
 

 

 
  

Workplan Audit Description Participating	Agency Report	Issue	Date

2015 Vietnam	DaO FAO,	ILO,	UNDP,	UNESCO,	UNFPA,	UNICEF,	UNIDO	and	WHO In	Progress
2015 South	Sudan	CHF UNDP,	UNFPA,	UNICEF	and	WFP In	Progress
2014 UN-REDD FAO,	UNDP,	UNEP,	OIOS 10/17/2015
2014 Malawi	DaO FAO,	UNDP,	UNFPA	and	UNICEF 5/1/2015
2013 Somalia	CHF Administrative	Agent	Function UNDP 1/21/2014
2013 Pakistan	DaO FAO,	UNDP,	UNESCO,	UNFPA,	UNICEF,	UNIDO 6/20/2014
2013 Cape	Verde	DaO Joint	Office	processes OIOS,	UNDP,	UNFPA,	UNICEF 11/4/2013

2012-2013 DRC	Pooled	Fund Administrative	Agent	Function	and	Pooled	fund	
Management	Mechanism	in	DRC

FAO,	OIOS	(OCHA),	UNDP,	UNICEF,	WFP 3/13/2014

2012 UN-REDD	DRC
Audit	of	financials,	internal	controls	and	
systems	on	Quick	Start	Programme/projects	in	
the	Democratic	Republic	of	the	Congo

FAO,	UNDP,	UNEP 2/5/2014

2012 Tanzania	DaO FAO,	UNDP,	UNESCO,	UNFPA,	UNICEF,	UNIDO,	WFP 11/6/2012

2011-2012 Peace	Building	Fund
Administrative	Agent	Function,	
Project	in:	Burundi,	The	Central	African	
Republic,	Cote	d'Ivoire,	Liberia	and	Sierra	Leone

UNDP,	IOM,	UNOPS 6/13/2013

2011 HACT Governance	Arrangements UNDP,	UNFPA,	UNICEF		 11/9/2012
2011 Pakistan	HACT UNICEF,	UNDP,	UNFPA 6/8/2012
2011 Indonesia	HACT UNICEF,	UNDP		 3/5/2012
2010 Malawi	HACT UNDP,	UNFPA,	UNICEF 2/8/2011

2009-2010 Sudan	CHF Administrative	Agent	Function	and	Fund	
Management	Mechanism	in	Sudan

FAO,	UNDP,	UNICEF,	WFP 9/30/2010

2009 Vietnam	HACT UNDP,	UNFPA,	UNICEF 3/15/2010
2004-2005 UNDG	Iraq	Trust	Fund Financial	Review UNDP 12/28/2006

Past	Joint	Audits
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Annex III  
 
Billing cost estimate - example 
 
Total per staff cost defined by each PUNO  (Amount determined during annual audit planning) 
Assumption:  210 work days in a year 
  Minimum chargeable unit: 0.5 days 
  Proforma staff cost: to be provided by each PUNO 
 

DaO Country A P3 
Auditor 

P4 Auditor P4 
Team Leader 

D1 Director D2 Director Total 

Organization UNDP UNDP UNDP UNOPS UNDP  
Duty station NY NY NY Copenhagen NY  

Planning 10 10 10 0.5 0.5 31 
Field work 15 15 15   45 
Reporting 15 15 15 2 2 49 

# staff days 40 40 40 2.5 2.5 125 
/ 210 days       
Multiplier 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.01 0.01  
Yr 201X 

Proforma 
150K 200K 200K 300K 350K  

Staff cost $28,500 $38,000 $38,000 $3,000 $3,500 $111,000 
 
Mission cost (actual) 
 
Air ticket + DSA + Terminal expense 
 
Travel expenses, including air travel, DSA, terminal expenses and other expenses, are estimated to be approximately 
$10,000 per person per audit. For the above example involving three travelling auditors, this would result in travel 
expenses of $30,000. 
 
Thus, the total billable cost for the engagement in the above illustrative example is $141,000. 

Assuming that there are four joint audits in a year each costing $141,000, the total yearly cost of the joint audit is 
$564,000, rounded up to $600,000 which is   0.03% of pooled funding arrangements administered in the UN system 
based on the average annual contribution figure of $1.8 billion.   
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Annex IV.  OFRM Policy Guidance on Common and Shared Services of December 2014 (For information purpose only. 
Specific procedures for the joint audit cost recovery are to be prepared) 
 
 
 

UNDP Country Offices and Headquarter Units 
 

DRAFT Common and Shared Services 
 
 

Language(s) English 

Responsible Unit Accounts and Client Services Division (ACSD), OFRM 

Creators Accounts and Client Services Division (ACSD), OFRM 

Subject Policy guideline on Common and Shared Services 

Date created December 2014 

Audience UNDP Country Offices (COs), Regional Offices, Headquarter (HQ) Units and the GSSC 

Related documents N/A 

Version Date Reviewed by Revision Notes 

1 17/12/2014 Helen Hall, Advit Nath  
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1     Overview 
 

1.1       Background and Objective:- 
The method of accounting for Common Services at UNDP by Cos needs to be improved in order to significantly 
reduce the effort required by UNDP at year-end which will ensure compliance with IPSAS and reduce audit concerns, 
as well as help streamline the Common Services process for COs. The current 2014 and prior process has Cos 
recording revenue and expenses to 4 Fund codes and these appear in UNDP’s books, however, as UNDP is acting 
as an agent for these partner agencies, these common services items should not be revenue and expenses of UNDPs, 
but rather a due/to from each partner agency. In addition, the current 2014 and prior process requires use of the 
Billings Module. 

 
 

The new proposed process/guideline from 2015 onwards will streamline the current process by having Cos record 
common services items to 4 Fund new codes to record partner agency portion of shared/common services and 
these Fund code do not appear in UNDP’s books (i.e. these will be non- UNDP fund codes) and the only process 
at year-end will be to bring on the due/from each partner agency balance. In addition, using the Billings Module 
will not be required and a paper CSA invoice will be the new proposed process/guideline. Other than the new Fund 
code and use of the paper CSA invoice instead of the Billing module, no other change to the process is made. 

 
 

This guideline will cover the following topics:- 

· Common service project 

· Revenue management 

· Expense management 

· Position and PPE 

· Year-end closure 

· Where UNDP is not lead agency 
 

The new fund codes that will be implemented based on this guide line are the following:- 
 

Fund 
codes 

Descriptions 

13920 Common_Srvcs_Premises_non-undp 

13925 Common_Srvcs_Security_non-undp 

13930 Common_Srvcs_VSAT_non-undp 

13935 Common_Srvcs_Dispnsry_non-undp 
 
 

This guideline will be effective on January 1, 2015. 
 

1.2 Policy guidance: 
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For policy guidance on common and shared services, users should refer to the relevant section of this chapter as 
well as the UNDG Guidelines developed to regulate these services. These services should be regulated by a 
common shared service agreement (CSA) negotiated locally, based on templates available at the UNDG website. 
The current policy is to obtain payments in advance at the beginning of the year so that UNDP offices do not end 
up advancing funds to cover the total cost of common services. 

 
 

2     Common Service Project 
 

2.1       Project Set-up:- 
At the beginning of the year, each country office should agree with participating resident Agencies on the estimated 
cost of common/shared services in accordance with existing UNDG guidelines. When negotiating Letters of 
Agreement on these services, including common premises, consensus must be reached on the types of services 
covered, the total estimated annual cost of each service, as well as the share payable by each Agency at a minimum. 
UNDP Country Offices should create a separate ‘common services’ management project, with the following distinct 
Activities (as applicable) for each common/shared service: 

 
· Premises 

· Security 

· Communications/VSAT 

· Dispensary 
 

The total budget for each activity must be equivalent to the total estimated annual cost of these services. In case 
there are specific additional services that the agencies have agreed to share, additional activities can be created. 
The total budget for each activity must be equivalent to the total estimated annual cost of that service. For 
reporting purposes, each participating Agency’s share in the cost of a particular service should be represented by 
one funding line under the corresponding activity in the project budget with the individual agency (Donor) codes 
to reflect each agency’s share.  Each agency should provide the complete COA (ULO for Non Atlas agencies) where 
the cost should be charged to fund the CSA budget for each Common Service participant.  In case of payment 
default, UNDP should charge each COA based on agreed budget or using the ULO. 

 
 
 

2.2       Project budget set-up: 
In setting up the project budget chart fields, use the new FUND codes 13920/25/30/35 for the portion that belongs 
to participating agencies (includes both ATLAS and Non-ATLAS agencies). These fund are cash-controlled by 
Department and Fund level.  As for UNDP’s part, fund code 02300 or 11300 is used in the common/shared services 
project.  If there are other UNDP development projects sharing the same service, their share should be included 
in UNDP’s XB portion (i.e. as if XB is prefunding) and use DPC methodology (i.e. crediting expenses) to recover 
the XB from projects (see below section 4.x for details). Separate accounts should be used for CSA recovery and 
cost recovery to avoid confusion and see clear and distinct financial picture of the two categories under XB Status 
Report. 
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The suggested budgetary ACCOUNT codes to be used for the Common/Shared Services project budgets are: 
 

· 73100 - Premises 

· 74300 - Security 

· 72400 - Communication/VSAT 

· 74500 – Dispensary 
 

2.3 Sample of common service project budget:  
Agency % 

proportion 
of UNCT 

Budgetary 
Account 

Fund Other 
applicable 
COA 

Donor Amount 
(USD) 

UNDP       

-- CORE 20% 73100 02300 ….. 00012 20,000 
-- (XB+Other dev.proj) 30% 73100 11300  00012 30,000 
FAO 30% 73100 13920/25/30/35  00004 30,000 
UNFPA 10% 73100 13920/25/30/35  00003 10,000 

UNDSS 10% 73100 68100  xxxxx 10,000 
TOTAL 100%     100,000 

 
 

3     Revenue management 

At the beginning of each year, based on the signed Letters of Agreement, UNDP COs should create one invoice (a 
paper invoice, NOT invoice via billing module) per Agency for the full amount due for the year, listing all the service 
the Agency participates in, as well as its respective share of costs.  Based on the issued invoice for 
common/shared services, the resident Agencies should provide local advances (at least quarterly) specifically for 
the services they participate in. These advances should be received and recorded by the UNDP CO as revenue for 
their common/shared services project/activity against the common service project. 

 
Per IPSAS, revenue would be recognized on a cash basis in such instances as the budget cannot be considered an 
enforceable agreement. 

 
3.1       Revenue from ATLAS Agencies: 
In the case of ATLAS Agencies, advances will be given by agencies through processing of General Ledger journal 
entries, crediting to the COA provided below on the basis of requests invoices sent by UNDP office (a paper invoice, 
NOT invoice via billing module).  Alternatively, an Atlas agency might actually make a cash payment to the UNDP 
Country Office.  In this case, the payment would be received by the CO and applied against the following COA: 

 
Account OU Fund Dept PC BU Project Activity Impl.Agent Donor 

55085 Yours 13920/25/30/35 Yours Yours CS 
Proj. 

Various 001981 Various 
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If the Atlas Agency makes payment in cash, the UNDP CO should use the AR Journal Direct using the specific 

COA at the point of cash receipt. 
 

Suggested donor code for ATLAS agencies are as follows: 
 

· UNIFEM - 10776 

· UNCDF - 10777 

· UNFPA - 10778 

· UNOPS - 10779 
 

3.2       Revenue from Non-ATLAS Agencies: 
In general, Non-Atlas agencies should pay for their share in cash locally, the payment would be received by the CO 
and applied against the same COA above.  In such cases, AR Direct Journal should be used. Alternatively, a Non-
ATLAS agency might give an authorization via Service Clearing Account (SCA), in which 

case, CO can create GL JE as follows: 
 

Dr/Cr 
. 

Accoun 
t 

OU Fund Dept PC 
BU 

Projec 
t 

Activit 
y 

Impl.Agen 
t 

Donor 

Dr 7xxxx Your 
s 

12000 Your 
s 

Your 
s 

CR 
Proj. 

Various 001981 Variou 
s 

Cr 55085 Your 
s 

13920/25/30/3 
5 

Your 
s 

Your 
s 

CS 
Proj. 

Various 001981 Variou 
s 

 
 

In the GL JE created to record the amount authorized by Non-ATLAS Agencies, the long description should always 

include the ULO and Agency References to avert rejection of CSA charges by agencies. 
 
 

4 Expense management 
 

4.1 Regular GOE expense: 
When recording common service related expense, it is very important that Country Offices record it in line with 

the common service project budget initially set up i.e.:- 
 

· For UNDP regular resources BSB, record expense directly against fund 02300 and common service project; 

· For UNDP XB resources, record expense directly against fund 11300 and common service project; 

· For other participating agencies, record expenses against new fund code 13920/25/30/35 and agency 
donor code and common service project; 

· For other UNDP development projects, record expense against fund code 13920/25/30/35, donor code 
00012 and common service project using DPC methodology (Note that the combination of fund 
13920/25/30/35 and donor 00012 should represent UNDP development project only). 

 
Therefore, a typical sample of common service payment voucher should have the following lines: 
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Amount Accou 

nt 
OU Fund Dept PC BU Projec 

t 
Activity Impl.Agent Donor 

20,000 7xxxx Yours 02300 Yours Yours CS 
Proj. 

Various 001981 00012 

30,000 7xxxx Yours 11300 Yours Yours CS 
Proj. 

Various 001981 00012 

30,000 7xxxx Yours 13920/25/30/35 Yours Yours CS 
Proj. 

Various 001981 00004 

10,000 7xxxx Yours 13920/25/30/35 Yours Yours CS 
Proj. 

Various 001981 00003 

10,000 7xxxx Yours 68100 Yours Yours CS 
Proj. 

Various 001981 Various 

100,000          
 

 
4.2 Other UNDP development projects under common/shared services: 

Refer to DPC methodology (link to be provided), on a monthly or quarterly basis, CO should prepare GL 

JEs to recover cost from development projects to XB: 
 

Amount Account OU Fund Dept PC BU Project Activity Impl.Agent Donor 

5,000 64398 Yours 04000 Yours Yours Dev. Proj. Various 001981 00012 

(5,000) 64398 Yours 11300 Yours Yours CS Proj. Various 001981 00012 

3,000 74598 Yours 04000 Yours Yours Dev. Proj. Various 001981 00012 

(3,000) 74598 Yours 11300 Yours Yours CS Proj. Various 001981 00012 
 
 

4.3       Positions and staff under common/shared services: 

Whenever a position is funded by several Agencies under this arrangement, the Agencies also need to agree on 
the percentage split of total personnel cost upfront, and the administration of such a position follows the partially 
billable concept explained in the Payroll Section of the Policies and Procedures. All staff of all Agencies for whom 

UNDP administers pensions and/or MIP contributions need to be included in Atlas and payrolled in Atlas – even if 
they do not have Letters of Appointment from UNDP. 

 
 

Position funded by several agencies, position COA should be set up in accordance with percentage agreed and 
follow the same COA setup. 

 
4.4       PPE under common/shared services: 
The UNDP portion of PPE funded by several agencies (refer to PPE guideline here) will be recognized only if UNDP’s 
portion meet the asset recognition threshold.   Therefore, there should not be any amount reported against the 
fund codes created for other agencies (13920/25/30/35) in PPE asset and accumulated depreciation accounts 18xxx 
as well as in the corresponding depreciation expense accounts 
77xxx. 
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5     Year-end procedure 

As per IPSAS, any amounts due to/from the respective Agencies are presented by UNDP as Agency payables or 

receivables respectively in its financial statements. Therefore, at year-end, each CO will be asked to certify the 
following against fund 13920/25/30/35 and common service project: 

 
· Opening balance; 

· Current year revenue and expense; 

· And closing balance for by agency/donor; 
 

Upon certification of balance in ATLAS, GSSC will proceed with the accrual transaction to recognize due to/from 

agency.   In order to ensure that KK and GL are always in sync, country offices should avoid by- passing budget 
while processing GL JEs. If decision is made to by-pass budget due to necessities of unique situations, the GL JE 

should be set up to auto-reverse on January 1st of the new accounting year. 
 
 

6     Important Note 

The above guidance applies to Country Offices where UNDP is the lead agency among all participating agencies. 
The underlying principle in the calculation of Common Services (as defined in POPP, i.e. premises, security, 
communication/VSAT and dispensary) is based on the local UNCT agreements or budget. This will be the 
guiding document which will incorporate the budgeted amounts that are/should be reflected in the projects 
budget in ATLAS. 

 
In Country Offices where UNDP is one of the tenants among all participating agencies and only responsible for its 
own share of the overall common services costs, the assumption is that the Country Office will manage these 
costs under its regular BSB budget and not via common service funds and follow the regular expense rules 
regulations. 

 
 

7     Report and Dashboard for common service project 

OFRM and OIST are working to provide a report for common service project showing revenue and expense by 
agency. 

 
A dashboard also will be developed for GSSC to monitor and follow up with Country Offices for exceptions, such 

as: 
 
·    13920/25/30/35  fund with donor 00012 

·    13920/25/30/35 fund with PPE and depreciation expense etc. 
 


